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Introduction
I was recently nursing on a hospital ward where one of the patients was unable to read or write,
and I tried to find resources online that would enable me to help him, or which would enable him
to help himself. Unfortunately, I couldn't find anything free that was suitable so I created my
own, and this book is the result.
The book itself has two main parts. Firstly, there is a story that commences with one illustrated
word per page, but which then continues to use many of the most used words in UK English.
The second part of the book comprises a work-sheet which can be printed out and used to help
new readers write some of those words they have learned.
Both parts of the book are meant for complete beginners. The first part is designed so that
someone who is not a teacher can read the words out loud to the student, followed by the student
remembering and then repeating the various pages until they can complete new pages
themselves. The second part of the book is designed so that students can learn to write on their
own by simply repeatedly copying the words they have learned both in block capitals and in
script. The book is available in various formats but will be most useful in pdf format that can be
printed off for the person learning.
I have not taught for some time, but I do actually hold a very dusty and very old Trinity College
TESOL Teaching Certificate earned many years ago so any mistakes are mine. I do hope you
will find the book useful, and you can let me know by using the contact details listed at the end
of the book.
I have included a couple of simple stories which, I hope, will encourage students to keep reading
without becoming too bored, and to aid the learning process I have included images to illustrate
them. The images have all been supplied by freelance graphic artist Khun Lwin, without whose
support the book would have been a lot duller. His contact details can also be found at the end of
the book.
The pictures in the first part of the book are designed to help maintain the student's interest. The
words themselves are arranged in rows, to allow all rows other than the top one to be covered up,
and to allow each subsequent row to be uncovered only once the preceding row has been
mastered.
In addition, each part of the book starts on a new page in order that the teaching material can be
printed off without this introductory section, and at the start of each story the amount printed on
each page is limited so as not to overwhelm the student. As each story progresses, and as the
number of pre-learned words increases, so the number of words on each page increases.
Throughout the stories there are never more than eight new words per page, and the
remaining words are repetitions of words already learned.
The second part of the book includes a guide to allow the student to copy every word included in
the first part, both individual words and in sentences, in block capitals and in lower case, to
improve both their reading and writing.

The Supermarket

The woman.
The woman is in a shop.
The woman is shopping.

The woman has glasses.
The woman has shoes.
The woman has a trolley.
The woman has glasses and shoes.
The woman has shoes and a trolley.

The woman is shopping with a trolley
The trolley has four wheels.
The woman is in a shop.
The woman is shopping
The woman is shopping and the trolley has four wheels.

The child is on the trolley.
The food is in the trolley.
The child is with the woman.
The glasses are on the woman.
The woman is in the shop.
The woman is with the child.
The woman is shopping and has a child.

The shop sells fish.
The shop sells fish in boxes
The shop sells crabs.
The crabs are not in boxes.
The shop sells fish and crabs.
The fish are sold in boxes.
The crabs are not sold in boxes.

The crab has large claws
The crab has the boy.
The crab has two claws.
The boy has two feet.
The boy is in the shop.
The boy is not shopping.
The boy is crying.
The boy has two large feet.
The crap has the boy and the boy is crying.

The woman and child are shopping. The woman has a trolley with four wheels and
the child is on the trolley. The shop sells boxes of fish and sells crabs with claws.
The crabs are not in boxes. The crab has two claws and the boy is crying.

This child is a girl.
The woman is her mother.
The child is the woman's daughter.

This man is in the shop.
The man has a shopping trolley too.
His trolley has four wheels.
Two trolleys are in the shop.
The man has a trolley and the woman has a trolley too.

The man is shopping from the low shelf.
The girl is shopping from the high shelf.
There is a man.
There is a girl.
The girl is his daughter.
The man has a child.
The man is her father.

This couple are in the shop.
This couple are older.
They are an older couple.
They are both shopping.
The older couple are both shopping.
The man is at the back.
The woman is at the front.
The man has glasses.
The woman has no glasses.
The man has a shopping trolley.

This man is being served.
The man is being served by the woman.
He is buying a drink.
He is buying the drink in the shop.
The drink is in the cup.
He is spilling the drink.

The man is watching the girl.
The young girl is running.
The floor is wet.
The water is on the floor.
The girl is running in the wet water.
The young girl is running in the wet water.
The older man is watching her.

The shop is selling fish and crabs. There are an old couple shopping at the back.
The shop sells fish at the front in boxes. There are boys and girls in the shop.
There is a mother and a father. The crab has the boy in his claws. The girl is
running in the water and the man is spilling his cup of drink. The trolleys in the
shop have four wheels and the mother has glasses.

The Street

This girl is on a bike.
This girl is riding a bike.
The girl is riding a bike with two wheels.
One wheel is at the front and one at the back.
The girl is riding a bike with two wheels and one seat.
She is looking at something.

This man is sitting in a wheelchair.
The chair has large wheels at the back.
The wheelchair has small wheels at the front.
The man is looking at something too.
He is also looking at something.
What is he looking at?
The man is looking at something but what is he looking at?

The man is looking at a boy.
The man is sitting in a wheelchair but the boy is on skates.
The boy is skating on the pavement.
The wheelchair is on the pavement.
The wheelchair has two small wheels but each skate has four small wheels.
The man is looking at the boy skating on skates but the boy is not watching the
man sitting in the wheelchair.
What is the boy watching?

The man in the wheelchair is watching the skating boy, but the skating boy is
watching the girl on the bike, and the girl on the bike is watching the boy on the
skates and the man sitting in the wheelchair.
Nobody is watching the man with the boxes standing beside the car.
Is there going to be an accident?

This man has had an accident.
His car has hit another car.
He is angry and shaking his fist.
He is shouting at the other car.

This woman is on a bike with wheels and there are two of them.
It is a motorbike.
She is not wearing a helmet.
She is not wearing a crash helmet.
She has long hair.
The woman is on a motorbike but is not wearing a crash helmet because her hair is
long.

Two cars have had an accident and one driver is shouting. The man sitting in the
wheelchair is watching the boy on the skates. The boy on the skates is watching
the girl on the bike. The girl riding the bike is watching the boy on the skates, but
not watching the man with the boxes. The woman on the motorbike is not wearing
a crash helmet because she has long hair. She is watching both the girl on the bike
and the woman with the dog. The cars have been in an accident. They are all
watching one another, and the woman with the dog is watching all of them.

Writing
In section one the student should read the top line of words and then copy the words out in the
space below the line. In section two the student should copy the words out at the bottom of each
page. Each section includes block capital practice followed by lower case practice.

A ALSO AN ACCIDENT AND ANGRY
ANOTHER ARE AT BACK BE BECAUSE
BEING BESIDE BIKE BOTH BOXES BOY
BUT BUYING CAR CHAIR CHILD CLAWS
COUPLE CRABS CRASH CRYING CUP DAUGHTER
DRINK FATHER FEET FISH FIST FLOOR
FOOD FOUR FROM FRONT GIRL GLASSES
GOING HAD HAIR HAS HE HELMET
HER HIGH HIT IN IS LARGE
LONG LOOKING LOW MAN MOTHER MOTOR
MOTORBIKE NOBODY NOT OLDER ON ONE
OTHER PAVEMENT RIDING RUNNING SEAT SELLS

SERVED SHAKING SHELF SHOES SHOP SHOPPING
SHOUTING SITTING SKATES SKATING SMALL SOLD
SOMETHING SPILLING THE THEM THERE THEY
THIS TO TOO TROLLEY TWO WATCHING
WATER WET WHAT WHEELCHAIR WHEELS
WITH WOMAN YOUNG.

a also an accident and angry
another are at back be because
being beside bike both boxes boy
but buying car chair child claws
couple crabs crash crying cup daughter
drink father feet fish fist floor
food four from front girl glasses
going had hair has he helmet
her high hit in is large
long looking low man mother motor
motorbike nobody not older on one
other pavement riding running seat sells

served shaking shelf shoes shop shopping
shouting sitting skates skating small sold
something spilling the them there they
this to too trolley two watching
water wet what wheelchair wheels
with woman young.

THE SHOP IS SELLING FISH AND CRABS. THERE ARE AN OLD
COUPLE SHOPPING AT THE BACK. THE SHOP SELLS FISH AT THE
FRONT IN BOXES. THERE ARE BOYS AND GIRLS IN THE SHOP.
THERE IS A MOTHER AND A FATHER. THE CRAB HAS THE BOY IN
HIS CLAWS. THE GIRL IS RUNNING IN THE WATER AND THE MAN IS
SPILLING HIS CUP OF DRINK. THE TROLLEYS IN THE SHOP HAVE
FOUR WHEELS AND THE MOTHER HAS GLASSES.
TWO CARS HAVE HAD AN ACCIDENT AND ONE DRIVER IS
SHOUTING. THE MAN SITTING IN THE WHEELCHAIR IS WATCHING
THE BOY ON THE SKATES. THE BOY ON THE SKATES IS WATCHING
THE GIRL ON THE BIKE. THE GIRL RIDING THE BIKE IS WATCHING
THE BOY ON THE SKATES, BUT NOT WATCHING THE MAN WITH THE
BOXES. THE WOMAN ON THE MOTORBIKE IS NOT WEARING A
CRASH HELMET BECAUSE SHE HAS LONG HAIR. SHE IS WATCHING
BOTH THE GIRL ON THE BIKE AND THE WOMAN WITH THE DOG.
THE CARS HAVE BEEN IN AN ACCIDENT. THEY ARE ALL WATCHING
ONE ANOTHER, AND THE WOMAN WITH THE DOG IS WATCHING ALL
OF THEM.

The shop is selling fish and crabs. There are an old
couple shopping at the back. The shop sells fish at
the front in boxes. There are boys and girls in the
shop. There is a mother and a father. The crab
has the boy in his claws. The girl is running in the
water and the man is spilling his cup of drink. The
trolleys in the shop have four wheels and the
mother has glasses.
Two cars have had an accident and one driver is
shouting. The man sitting in the wheelchair is
watching the boy on the skates. The boy on the
skates is watching the girl on the bike. The girl
riding the bike is watching the boy on the skates,
but not watching the man with the boxes. The
woman on the motorbike is not wearing a crash
helmet because she has long hair. She is watching
both the girl on the bike and the woman with the
dog. The cars have been in an accident. They are
all watching one another, and the woman with the
dog is watching all of them.
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Message From the Author
I hope you found this reading aid helpful, and that the person you used it with goes on to read
and write more and more in the coming days. I would be pleased to hear how you, and they, got
on, and welcome any feed-back via the website where you obtained the book. I would also
appreciate it if you could leave a helpful review for others. If you had problems, please let me
know via my above website so I can make any necessary updates to future editions.
Thank you.
Richard
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